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Abstract  

The persistent rise in demand for content in the gaming industry means that programs 

with the ability to produce content autonomously will save an extraordinary amount of 

time and cost. In that context, this thesis proposes a novel architecture for procedural 

narrative generation and implements it as software called Automatic Quest Planning 

Generator (AQPG).  

 

The architecture combines the computation of Event Segmentation Theory (EST) with 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning methods to automatically generate quests. The idea 

in this work is that since Event Segmentation generates actions and goals to facilitate 

planning in humans, a good representation of these types of events either in natural 

language text or other media should be able to automatically generate planning 

components for an AI planning system as well. 

 

The system takes in natural language stories and story world entities as input and 

afterward performs segmentation processes that store the input as events through 

systematic identification of event boundaries. The system then extracts information from 

the events based on rules developed in this thesis to generate planning components that 

are necessary to generate quests. Results from this work found that the AQPG system is 

capable of generating planning files that can be used for quest generation.   
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Chapter 1 

 

 Introduction 

 

Previous academic studies in cognitive science have shown evidence that narrative 

construction is how we make sense of everyday events (Baddeley, 2003; Zacks et al., 

2007). More evidence indicates that an Event Segmentation process is at the focal point 

of narrative construction in humans (Zacks et al., 2007; Baldassano et al., 2017).  

Consequently, the Event Segmentation Theory has been investigated in wide breadth in 

terms of understanding the mental process involved, but there are hardly any studies that 

have tried to explore this discovery in terms of generating narratives as media content. 

 

 

The demand for media contents keeps rising, especially in the video game industry. This 

means that the concerned industry is faced with the responsibility of the increased cost 

of paying artists and programmers to create more game content. In this context, research 

and studies geared towards the automatic generation of content have attracted significant 

attention due to this high demand of such content by game players. Programs that can 

produce quality content on their own save a remarkable amount of time and cost. 
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1.1 Procedural Content Generation (PCG) 

 

Procedural content generation in games refers to a technique for automatically creating 

content for games through algorithmic means. Levels, maps, stories and characters are 

all types of content created with PCG in games (Shaker, Togelius & Nelson, 2015). The 

gaming industry employs thousands of artists and programmers in an attempt to meet 

their customers' demand for dynamic and interesting content. However, small game 

companies cannot afford such manpower.   

 

The alternative to PCG for narrative generation involves narratives written manually and 

fed to the system during the design stage. With PCG, computer programs can 

automatically create narrative content that can adapt to users’ preferences. Consequently, 

PCG is a promising area for progress in modern games. Many approaches to procedural 

content generation have been introduced over the years, such as computational linguistics 

(Elson & McKeown, 2010), narrative theory (Herman, 2007), and multi-agent 

architectures (Osborn, 2002).  

 

One of the current topics in big game companies is that present methods of PCG show a 

lack of dynamically generated contents that are sufficient enough to keep game players 

entertained. The results of the content generation have become too generic. As Togelius 

et al. (2013) rightly pointed out while discussing the challenges in procedural content 

generation: 

“Generated content generally looks generic. For example, looking at the dungeons 

generated for a roguelike game such as those in the Diablo series, you easily get 

the sense that this is just a bunch of building blocks hastily thrown together with 

little finesse.” 
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In most present PCG games, the objects, worlds, scenes and game levels tend to feel the 

same as the players progress in the adventures.  

 

PCG is primarily a very crucial topic for small independent game development studios 

due to low budgets, where PCG can generate content for less effort and human resources 

(Korn & Blatz, 2017). Aside from the cost, both big game development studios and small 

game development studios need solutions that will reduce development time. As noted 

by Hendrix, Meijer, Van der Velden and Losup (2013), the massively multiplayer online 

role-playing game (MMORPG) World of Warcraft (2004) was developed during a period 

of almost five years without using PCG. It was comprised in 2008 of over 1,400 locations, 

30,000 items, 5,300 creatures, 7,600 quests, and 2 million texts. 

 

That being so, more research on new methods of automating content generation such as 

this is necessary to move the gaming industry forward. 

 

 

1.2. Narratives 

 

Storytelling is one of the oldest known human activities (Wiessner, 2014).  Riedl (2016) 

said "Storytelling is an important part of how we, as humans, communicate, entertain, 

and teach each other." The importance of storytelling to humans cannot be 

overemphasized. It serves as a means of education, culture preservation, entertainment, 

etc. As a source of entertainment, stories are turned into books, movies, etc. For culture 

preservation, different cultures keep records of their history and customs in the form of 

stories. In education, aside from learning history, storytelling has been used as a strategy 
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to improve literacy (Miller & Pennycuff, 2008). The ability to craft, tell and understand 

stories has long been held as a hallmark of human intelligence (Winston, 2011). These 

abilities are referred to as Narrative Intelligence. Li, Lee-Urban, Appling and Reidl 

(2012) define Narrative Intelligence as the ability of an entity to organize and explain its 

experience in narrative terms, comprehend and make inferences, and produce responses 

to narratives. It is interesting to investigate computer narrative generation using a method 

that was inspired by a human psychological process.  

 

1.3 Quests 

Ammanabrolu et al. (2019) explains that quests consist of activities that are partially 

ordered, and the goal of the player is to reach the end of the quest by successfully 

engaging in those activities. In most adventure games, a player is given a quest to 

complete based on a storyline. Once the player completes the quest, they can advance to 

the next level. Quest generation is a type of narrative intelligence and involves creativity 

just as any other type of narrative. Narrative intelligence is required in designing quests 

because coherence must be maintained as the quest progresses towards its goal. This is 

one of the reasons why planning is also suitable for quest generation. Other reasons 

include balancing character believability and goals (Young, Ware, Casell & Robertson, 

2013). Chapter two has more discussion on coherence and character believability. 

 

 

1.4 AI Planning 

Planning is a crucial field of research in Artificial intelligence. Over the years, it has been 

used to solve a wide range of real-world problems. For example, mission planning in the 

military (McKendrick, 2017), autonomous car controls (Caporale et al., 2018), e-learning 
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planning (Garrido, Morales & Serina, 2012) etc. It also makes sense to see story 

generation as a planning problem because the way AI planning algorithms work is to 

search for the best action sequences that fulfill a goal (Breault, Ouellet & Davies, 2021). 

In a story world, stories unfold in a sequence of events. If we apply that to a game world, 

we can say that quests unfold in a sequence or partial order of events that must be 

completed to achieve a goal. A solution to a planning problem is a plan, which contains 

a sequence of actions. A plan is successful only if it reaches the intended goal. Domain 

Knowledge is usually required in planning systems, i.e., the planner must know every 

possible occurrence in the world of the problem (the game world in this case). Any 

planning problem is based on these three concepts (Breault, Ouellet & Davies, 2021).  

 

• Initial state: A set of statements or literals that describe all the facts that exist at 

the beginning of the problem/world. 

• Goals: A description of what we intend to achieve with a plan. These take a form 

statements that must come true in the world. 

• Domain: A set of available actions and rules to achieve the described goals. 

 

 

Given these three concepts, AI planning has proven to be an effective way of representing 

narratives (Young, Ware, Cassell, and Robertson, 2013) by using first-order (predicate) 

logic. A planning problem is composed of a specification of an initial state describing a 

world in its current or beginning state. This can be represented as quest worlds created 

by authors. The quests can be represented as different goals in the planning system that 

must be achieved by players. The use of  actions that achieve a set of goals in planning is 

a good representation of quest problems as well as other narratives. Planning also 
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provides a wider space of stories to explore than other methods such as scripting and 

story grammars (Riedl and Young, 2013)  since actions can be reused and the planner has 

the freedom to add actions.  

 

However, planning for narrative generation  is not perfect. The restricted first-order logic 

of representing story worlds and characters means that planners have less human story 

knowledge (Mueller, 2014) when compared to other methods (e.g., story grammar and 

scripts). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5. Event Segmentation Theory  

 

Event Segmentation (EST) is the process by which humans parse a continuous stream of 

activity into meaningful events (Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver & Reynolds, 2007). 

Barker and Wright (1954) explained that an event may be very brief (a lightning strike) 

or very long (the birth of a solar system) but psychological events that are important to 

study of event segmentation have durations in a human scale, spanning from a few 

seconds to tens of minutes, e.g., opening a door or driving to a store. Such events have 

specific structures and involve particular objects, characters, and goals (Speer, Swallow, 

Braver, Reynolds,  & Zacks, 2009). 

 

Humans make sense of daily activities by constructing and storing those activities as 

events. Zacks et al., (2007) further explained that sense-making of a current event starts 

from a representation in working memory, which is known to be actively online but has 

limited capacity and duration (Baddeley, 2003).  
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The second popular notion about Event Segmentation is that humans use prediction of 

coming events to facilitate event segmentation  (Baddeley, 2003; Zacks et al., 2007). For 

event segmentation to be possible, event boundaries need to be constructed to identify 

when an event ends and when another begins. Event Segmentation proposes that a 

human's perception of event boundaries is a result of using prediction to form working 

memory perception (Zacks et al., 2007). That is, the segmentation of events occurs in the 

mind when the prediction is wrong. If the prediction is right, then no new information is 

added. Zacks et al. (2007) explains further that: 

“Event models contribute to perception by facilitating predictions regarding what 

is likely to happen in the immediate future. When relevant dimensions of the 

ongoing event change, the event model becomes outdated, leading to prediction 

errors. The system uses those prediction errors as a signal that the model needs to 

be updated. For example, when watching a clerk bag groceries, one forms a 

mental model that allows predictions, e.g., the clerk has placed an item in the bag 

and will now reach for the next item. However, when the last item has been 

bagged and the clerk is ready to take payment, the old model will generate 

inaccurate predictions and a new model needs to be established.” 

 

The prediction of coming events shows that the mind constructs events from simulation 

of past experiences during perception of another event. Gärdenfors, Jost, and Warglien 

(2018) argue that actions and causal reasoning are two of the most crucial aspects of event 

construction. This means that reasoning about action and its underlying effect is critical 

in constructing narratives in human minds. A computation of this strategy is particularly 

useful for narrative generation. It will involve a process of storing events in the memory 
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and using the stored events to generate actions and reasoning about the effects of actions 

that lead to a goal.  

 

Therefore, since event segmentation facilitates explicit planning in humans through 

segmentation of events, I propose in this thesis that a computation based on event 

segmentation can generate planning files for an AI planning system for quest generation. 

Traditional AI planning systems require human authors to specify actions and effects 

based on a story world. Using a computation of ES to automatically generate actions, 

causal effects and objects in a game world will reduce efforts put into manually authoring 

game narratives and improve automation of a game generator’s creativity.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter describes some of the past works that are related to this thesis. The first part 

discusses different approaches of AI planning that have been used for generating 

narratives. The next discusses the efforts that have been made on investigating Event 

Segmentation Theory and how they both motivate this work.  

 

2.1. AI Planning and Narrative Generation 

Several studies have shown the success of AI planning for narrative generation. Mateas 

and Stern (2002) and Riedl and Young (2010) extensively discuss how to balance plot 

and character in AI planning quest generation. Breault, Ouellet and Davies (2021) created 

an engine for the procedural generation of quests by using an AI planning approach. Most 

studies (Stern, 2002; Riedl & Young, 2010; Breault, Ouellet & Davies, 2021) agree that 

of all the factors that contribute to the success of narrative generation, plot-balancing and 

character believability seem to be a universal focus.  

 

“Character believability is the perception by the audience that the actions performed by 

characters do not negatively impact the audience’s suspension of disbelief” (Riedl & 

Young, 2010). The actions of the characters in the narrative should be perceived by the 

audience as being intentional. Those actions must align with the characters' traits and a 

set of beliefs.  Riedl and Young (2010) also explain that to balance the plot of a narrative, 

the logical progression must obey the rules of the world in which the narrative occurs. 

That is, the occurrence of events in the world must be coherent and each event must be 

related to the eventual outcome of the story. 
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Some studies focus their approach on addressing character believability in creating 

sensible narratives. In those studies, the characters are at the center of controlling the 

narrative. Porteous, Cavazza and Charles (2010) designed a planning algorithm based on 

the characters’ points of view. Cavazza, Charles and Mead (2001) also designed a system 

that uses the roles of characters to guide the narrative. A more recent variant method of 

character-based approaches aside from the ones mentioned above have to do with using 

a simulation of a character's emotions (Griffith, 2018). 

 

The plans in plot-based systems differ from the character-based approach in the sense 

that a single plan (agent) controls the plot (Cavazza et al, 2001). Magerko, Laird, Assanie 

Kerfoot, and Stokes (2004) designed a game with this centralized reasoning approach. 

The game assumes that a single player is the focus and the narrative depends on the 

actions of that single-player, which leads to a logical progression of events in the game.  

 

To account for balancing plot and character believability, the most recent approaches 

combine the two methods (character based and plot based) to form a hybrid process. For 

example, Reidl and Young (2010) designed a framework to maintain the logical causal 

progression of the plot and character believability in procedural quest generation. Their 

framework introduces a story planner that also reasons about character believability. 

 

The use of a planning system provides a very reliable way of procedurally generating 

narratives (Porteous, Cavazza, & Charles, 2010), however, encoding these problems 

manually by humans can be boring and costly, depending on how complex the story 

world and the storylines are. This problem is what Cullen and Bryman (1988) referred to 
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as the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck: the extravagant cost of employing humans to 

convert real-world problems to inputs for an Artificial Intelligence system.  

 

To the best of my knowledge, automatic generation of planning files hasn’t been explored 

for quest generation as of yet, however, I found few studies that have explored the idea 

for other purposes. Some early works such as Ferguson et al (1996) used mixed-initiative 

planning to provide users with means of guiding plan construction through interactive 

ways. The users interact with the planning system through a combination of graphics and 

natural language display. Other initiatives (Kim et al. 2017) used a form of back and forth 

user interactivity to automatically generate the plans. 

 

 

Thue, Schiffel, Arnason, Stefnisson and Steinarsson (2016) designed a plan-based 

interactive story system that lets authors assign consistent roles to entities throughout a 

story. The method involves authors describing constraints to guide the assignment of 

roles to specified entities at different intervals to ensure continuity of generated 

narratives.  

 

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling and Riedl (2012) described a technique that automatically 

generates simple events from crowdsourced scripts. These scripts contain schemas that 

are useful for encoding events in narratives. Li et al. required specific topics and also 

required specific constraints on those crowd sourced stories. The crowd sourced 

participants were instructed to (1) Use linear narratives and simple natural language to 

describe narrations, (2) Use proper nouns for all the characters, and (3) Segment the 

narratives themselves into sets of events. 
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Stefnisson and Thue (2018) also created a system called Mimisbrunnur to assist 

interactive story authors come up with story contents. The authors are required to create 

story outlines and represent their story in a restricted natural language imposed by the 

Mimisbrunnur system. The system also requires that the author writes the initial state, 

actions, preconditions, effects, goals and entity relationships. 

 

Coming up with a storyline is arduous enough for many authors, coupled with writing 

out the story in a very restricted format and manually encoding elements (actions, 

conditions, goals, etc.) needed by the system. The proposed Automatic Quest Plan 

Generator (AQPG) system works differently from the studies described above. The 

system will encode its planning elements (actions, goals, initial state) through natural 

language processing of stories and manually labeled entities that the system will take as 

input. The AQPG system can also use stories that are written for other purposes (e.g., 

movies) to generate its own actions, conditions, goals, etc., and does not impose any 

constraint on the author except that the story should be written in English natural 

language text. The AQPG also does its own segmentation of the stories automatically, 

unlike in Li et al.’s work, where participants had to segment their stories manually.  

 

A closer work to this thesis in terms of automatically generating planning files is the work 

of Castillo et al. (2009), where they introduced the use of correct labeling of the Learning 

Objects Repository (LOR) using specific metadata for automatic generation of problem 

files for AI planners implemented in e-learning systems. The method required no back 

and forth user input but it required specific metadata and specific types of databases.  
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The main contribution of the current work is that it does not only introduce the idea, it 

also provides a novel architecture for automatically generating the problem and domain 

files that are needed for an AI planning procedural narrative generation, without the need 

for a specific database to store the data or require back and forth input from the game 

designer. 

 

2.2 Event Segmentation Theory (EST) 

Even though Event segmentation Theory (EST) has been extensively discussed in 

cognitive science, Event Segmentation (ES) from text hasn't received a lot of attention. 

Brain imaging techniques, however, have been used extensively to investigate the theory 

of ES.  

 

In 1973, Newtson developed a framework for assessing how everyday activities are 

segmented into events. In his experiment, participants were tasked to watch videos of 

people performing mundane activities and to press a button when they felt that the activity 

had ended and another one had begun. Many variants of Newtson’s studies have been 

conducted over the years to investigate ES. One of them was Zacks et al. (2010), during 

which brain activities of participants were measured while the participants viewed a 

narrative film. Zacks et al. (2010) observed the time when the activities were segmented 

and the corresponding brain regions. The result of the experiment supported a proposal 

made by Newtson (1976) that event boundaries automatically occur when features such 

as location, time and goals change. 

 

Another study by Zacks et al. (2007) proposed that participants tried to use prediction 

during ongoing perception for anticipatory actions. The event segmentation is responsible 
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for predicting the missing cues and simulating the events into a coherent narrative as if 

they came from perception. This predictive process allows humans to anticipate events 

before they happen. Cues and patterns of previously experienced events are already 

imagined before they occur while experiencing a current event that will eventually lead 

to those imagined experiences. 

 

Further studies on ES over the years investigated whether ES supports the construction 

and storage of narrative media such as texts, videos and graphics (Zacks et al., 2009, 

Chen et al., 2012; Kurby & Zacks, 2012) by identifying event boundaries while 

participants completed a perception task using narrative media that have already been 

created. However, as of yet, to the best of my knowledge, no known study has tried to 

direct the knowledge of Event Segmentation to generate creative media.   

 

In general, little has been done to explore how the stored events can computationally 

generate narrative. Nevertheless, a few studies have tried to come up with a 

computational model of how ES works to generate narratives. An example of such is 

Anderson (2015), which proposes a cognitive architecture of narrative generation. 

Anderson (2015) in his work only explained generating narratives in terms of how it fits 

into the Soar architecture of cognition, no real work was done on creating media content. 

In another notable work, León (2016) describes an overall architecture of narrative 

memory. He extensively covers the use of both episodic memory and semantics to create 

functions of generating narrative structures. But just like Anderson, (2015), the study did 

not proceed further to implement those functions in identifying or creating substantial 

narrative contents. Studies that have at least used computation to identify event 

boundaries in media contents have focused primarily on visual contents by using event 
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cameras and sensors to track object movements (Wan et al., 2015; Alonso et al., 2019, 

Stoffregen et.al, 2019).  

 

The above works of literature and related works clearly show that the approach in this 

thesis is very distinct from past studies in both narrative generation and computation of 

Event Segmentation Theory (EST). 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 

In this thesis, I introduce an architecture for automatically generating domain and 

problem files that can be used by an AI planner to generate quests. The novel architecture 

involves two levels of segmentation of events written in natural language text. The two 

levels of segmentation follow a novel event model that I designed. The output of the 

system is a domain file and problem file, which are generated from extracting elements 

from the segmented events via algorithms written in this thesis that make use of natural 

language processing frameworks.   

Figure 2 depicts an overview of the system’s architecture. The rest of the chapter 

discusses the system’s architecture in more detail. 

 

 

Figure 1.  High Level Flow Of The System 
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3.1 Data 

As explained in chapter one, humans use narrative experiences to construct new events. 

In this work, the equivalent of those narrative experiences are narrations of quest plots. 

The expected first input of the system is a narration of quest plots retrieved from quest 

databases online. For this work, I used plot stories of games from fandom.com and 

Wikipedia. These plots are in natural language text and did not need any fine-tuning or 

cleaning for the system to make use of them. The reason for the decision to use quest plot 

narrations is that quest plot narrations have a structure similar to the events described by 

Zacks et al. but in a more complex form. It would have been easier to use a less complex 

representation of events, for example using a simple structure of events like the ones 

described by Zacks et al. (2007), but a system with fewer constraints on inputs depicts 

more autonomous creativity as it will reduce most of the manual processes involved and 

also gives designers more freedom to even use data from other sources without needing 

to create one themselves. 

 

It also makes sense to design the system around plots of role-playing games because it’s 

usually one of the first things game designers finalize before any development of the  

game takes place. Therefore, the data is readily available and doesn’t require any extra 

time and effort to create.  
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3.2 Entities Labeling  

The second type of data that the system needs are labelled entities. The entities of a story 

are defined here as all the important elements used in the narration of an event: for 

example, the locations, characters, items that are important in how series of events unfold.  

 

Named Entity Recognition 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a very active area of research and an important task 

in Natural Language Processing (Sahnoun, 2019). Most NLP frameworks, such as spaCy, 

have models that recognize entities and what they represent in the real world or based on 

a fictional context. E.g., “Naira” in some contexts might mean a person’s name while it 

could just be referring to a unit of currency in some other context. NLP frameworks try 

to predict if the entity is a person or a currency, or something else given the context of 

the sentence. However, the models available in most of the frameworks are general-

purpose pre-trained models and do not have the semantic knowledge that will be 

sufficient for this project. The other option would be to train a model on specific types of 

stories to recognize entities specific to those types of stories. As Kamath and Wagh 

(2007) explained in their work, the challenges faced with current approaches to NER is 

that their performances are only optimal when used on the specific types of data they’ve 

been trained on. 

 

Consequently, in this work, the system takes in entities and their names (labels) directly 

as the second input. It also makes sense to take labeled game character as input because 

the process doesn’t require much extra work from the game designer, as game world 

characters will also be readily available either through another procedural generation 

process or manually before the development stage. Even on online game databases, the 
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entities (locations, characters, weapons, etc.) are readily available. There are no 

restrictions on entity types and entity labels. Both are determined by the user of the 

system. The example below shows how entity labeling should be inputted into the AQPG 

system.  

 

Entities = {  

 Slayer: Player,   

 Hell: Location,  

 Khan Maykr: NPC, 

 Sentinel Prime: Location, 

 BFG 9000:  Weapon 

 Zombies: Enemy, 

 Archvile: Enemy, 

} 

 

 

Only one player can be labeled as the player or else the system will take the first player 

found in the list as the main character.  
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3. 3 The Event Model.  

It is worth discussing the event model since both the events and sub-events use 

computation of the model for their respective functions.  

 

Figure 2.The Event Model 
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As discussed earlier, identifying event boundaries is the first and most important aspect 

of ES because it denotes the end of a current event and signifies the beginning of a new 

one. However, without constructing an event model, this will not be possible.  

 

As discussed in chapter 2, several previous projects have focused on learning event 

models in humans, but the computation of an event model has posed a big challenge over 

the years. Baguley and Payne (2000) suggest that event boundary activation uses a 

hierarchy of precedence in activating boundaries. Temporal Inference is discussed 

broadly in some studies like Anderson (2005) while Khemlani, Harrison, and Trafton 

(2015) suggest that location takes precedence over other cues. More recent works on 

segmentation have come up with models that are more temporally sensitive (Modi, 2016; 

Reynolds, Zacks, & Braver, 2007).  

 

In contrast, I decided not to consider temporal changes given how most game plots are 

narrated. In most role-playing game plots, new journeys seem to occur in new locations 

(L1, L2, … Ln), often without explicit mentions of time. E.g. “In Rome, Thorton meets 

Madison Saint James, with whose help he discovers…” (“Alpha protocol”, n.d) . The 

start of a new journey ( E.g., getting to the location Rome above) often comprises a related 

chain of actions. The actions of the player entity at a new location  depict the sub-goals 

(g1, g2… gn) that a player must accomplish to achieve an overarching goal . Each subgoal 

(g) is detected by the AQPG when a the player entity performs a new action in the story. 

The subgoals can have a set of entities {e1, e2,…en} that are available while each subgoal 

is being accomplished. Examples of these entities are  characters, items, tool, animals etc. 

Each location can have different subgoals and each subgoal can have different entities 

depending on how the story is written. 
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 For the reasons explained above, I propose in this thesis that the best order of precedence 

for marking event boundaries in quest plots would be Goal(G)-> Location (L)-> goal (g)-

> elements (e) available during the goal. The ‘Goal’ is the final goal of the quest game 

(e.g., in the Aladdin world the 'Goal' might be getting the lamp and there will be many 

sub-goals along the line before getting to the last quest of getting the lamp). Since the 

overall Goal will not change in the game world, there’s no need to include it in the model. 

 

This model does not focus on modelling events representation in a human-like way. 

Rather, the event model of this thesis was designed in a way to ensure that at the end of 

a sub event segmentation, the system has all the elements it needs to generate a complete 

domain file and problem file for a planning agent.  

 

3.4 Segmentation based on location change 

I wrote the segmentation algorithm to follow the event model that I designed for this 

project. Here at the event segmentation stage, the story data is broken down into a set of 

events. Identifying the event boundary is the most important function of the segmentation 

algorithm.  

 

To achieve this, firstly, the segmentation algorithm creates a list all the entities that are 

labeled ‘location.’ See Fig. 4 for an example. 

  

Figure 3. Example of locations retrieved from yu-gi-oh in a list format 
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The segmentation algorithm then runs through the story data in search of every point 

where those locations are mentioned. To ensure to some extent that the location depicts 

that the main character (player) of the story is at a new location, the algorithm ensures 

that:   

a.  At least one subgoal (g) is identified in the texts before a new L comes up.  

b. A new location (L) has one preposition as a child in its dependency parse tree. E.g., 

At the space station, the computer has almost finished reassembling the Millennium 

Puzzle 

c. An action marks the presence of a subgoal (g) is performed by the main character.  

d. The boundary is triggered only when a new L meets the above-mentioned 

requirements.  

 

The search ends by returning the point at which every location appears in the story and 

in the order in which they appear. After the search ends, the algorithm can now perform 

a segmentation of the whole story input.  

 

A segment is constructed by the algorithm in the following way. 

a. The first event starts at the beginning of the story (point zero) and ends at the end of 

the last full sentence before the next boundary.  

b. The last segment starts at the last relevant location and ends at the end of the story. 

c. The segments in between the last and the first, start at the end of the sentence in the 

last segment to the next location.  

d. All events contain full sentences that end with full stops as you’ll see in examples at 

the end of this chapter. 
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The output of this stage is a series of story segments that I call ‘events’. These are the 

kind of events that Barker and Wright (1954) referred to as ‘long events’. I show some 

examples of the output of the events in later parts of this section. 

 

 

 

3.5 Segmentation based on goal change 

The segmentation based on goal module is the most important part of the system. Its 

inputs are the segmented events explained above, and its outputs contain almost 

everything needed by AQPG to generate a domain file.  

 

At this second segmentation module, a sub-segmentation algorithm, also written by me, 

takes the events from the first segmentation module and breaks then down into series of 

sub-events. As one of its many functions, this module implemented SpaCy NLP library 

for part-of-speech-tagging and dependency parsing. SpaCy is an open-source NLP library 

published under the MIT License. Its features include part-of-speech tagging, 

dependency parsing and text categorization. However, the only features of SpaCy needed 

in this work is its part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing. 

 

In the event model, a new sub-event is identified inside an event when a new goal has 

been detected by the sub-segmentation algorithm. This new goal is represented as starting 

when the Player entity makes a new action in an event. This means that there is one 

subgoal per action taken by the player. The example below shows how the sub-

segmentation algorithm works. 

Algorithm: 
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a. For Each segment, the algorithm searches for actions performed by the player. 

This is done by using part of speech and syntactic dependency tags provided by 

SpaCy. 

b. If the noun subject (nsubj) of an action (verb) is the player character, then the 

action is relevant. This is the only thing SpaCy is needed for in the module.    

c. For each segment, a subsegment starts when the player performs an action and 

ends at the end of the sentence containing the action. I call these ‘sub-events’.  

 

These resemble the events that Barker and Wright, (1954) referred to as ‘brief’. 

 

For example, in the sub-event below;  

“Slayer travels to Hell.”   

The program detects that the Slayer travels in this statement at the end and then takes the 

sentence from where it begins to the end and stores it as one sub-event.  

d. Detect player’s actions in the event.  

e. Store each action’s respective segment numbers and location point in a dictionary 

format. This is what it looks like: 

{1: [['returns', 2]], 3: [['travels', 13], ['kills', 73]], 4: [['destroys', 6], ['makes', 47]], 6: 

[['travels', 28], ['finds', 127], ['kills', 161]], 7: [['uses', 36]], 9: [['kills', 145], ['walks', 

173]]} 

 

 

 

 

Example Data: Doom’s day’s Plot 

Eight months after the events of 2016's DOOM, Earth has been overrun by demonic 

forces, wiping out 60% of the planet's population, under the now-corrupted Union 
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Aerospace Corporation. What remains of humanity has either fled Earth or have banded 

together as part of ARC, a resistance movement formed to stop the invasion but have 

gone into hiding after suffering heavy losses. The Doom Slayer, having previously been 

betrayed and teleported away by Dr. Samuel Hayden, returns with a satellite fortress 

controlled by the AI VEGA to quell the demonic invasion by killing the Hell Priests; 

Deags Nilox, Ranak, and Grav. The priests serve an angelic being known as the Khan 

Maykr who seeks to sacrifice mankind. The Slayer teleports to a destroyed Los Angeles 

and kills Deag Nilox, but the Khan Maykr teleports the two remaining priests to unknown 

locations, forcing the Slayer to continue searching. After retrieving a celestial locator 

from the Sentinel world of Exultia, the Slayer travels to Hell to retrieve a power source 

from a fallen Sentinel known as the Betrayer. He warns the Slayer that humanity's time 

has come before giving him the power source and a special dagger. VEGA directs the 

Slayer to a citadel in the Arctic where Deag Ranak has taken refuge, and the Slayer kills 

him after defeating his guardian Doom Hunters. In response, the Khan Maykr moves 

Deag Grav to a hidden location and accelerates the invasion of Earth. Forced to change 

tactics, the Slayer destroys the Super Gore Nest in central Europe, where the invasion 

began. With no leads on finding the last Hell Priest, VEGA suggests finding Dr. Hayden, 

who knows the location of Deag Grav. The Slayer makes his way to an ARC compound 

where he retrieves Hayden's robotic shell, as well as the Crucible. (Fandom, n.d.) 

 

 

Example Output: Event Segmentation 

Event 1: Eight months after the events of 2016's DOOM, Earth has been overrun by 

demonic forces, wiping out 60% of the planet's population, under the now-corrupted 

Union Aerospace Corporation. What remains of humanity has either fled Earth or have 
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banded together as part of ARC, a resistance movement formed to stop the invasion but 

have gone into hiding after suffering heavy losses. The Doom Slayer, having previously 

been betrayed and teleported away by Dr. Samuel Hayden, returns with a satellite 

fortress controlled by the AI VEGA to quell the demonic invasion by killing the Hell 

Priests; Deags Nilox, Ranak, and Grav. The priests serve an angelic being known as the 

Khan Maykr who seeks to sacrifice mankind.  

 

>>> BOUNDARY (New location Los Angeles)  

Event 2: The Slayer teleports to a destroyed Los Angeles and kills Deag Nilox, but the 

Khan Maykr teleports the two remaining priests to unknown locations, forcing the Slayer 

to continue searching.  

 

>>> BOUNDARY (New Location ‘Hell’)  

Event 3: After retrieving a celestial locator from the Sentinel world of Exultia, the Slayer 

travels to Hell to retrieve a power source from a fallen Sentinel known as the Betrayer. 

He warns the Slayer that humanity's time has come before giving him the power source 

and a special dagger.  

 

 

>>> BOUNDARY (New location ‘Super Gore Nest’) 

Event 4: Forced to change tactics, the Slayer destroys the Super Gore Nest in central 

Europe, where the invasion began. With no leads on finding the last Priest, VEGA 

suggests finding Dr. Hayden, who knows the location of  Deag Grav.  

 

>>>> BOUNDARY (New location ‘ARC Compound’) 
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Event 5: The Slayer makes his way to an ARC compound where he retrieves Hayden's 

robotic shell, as well as the Crucible. 

 

Example Output : Sub-Event Segmentation 

Event 1:  

1. The Doom Slayer, having previously been betrayed and teleported away by Dr. Samuel 

Hayden, returns with a satellite fortress controlled by the AI VEGA to  

2. quell the demonic invasion by killing the Hell Priests; Deags Nilox, Ranak, and Grav.  

 

Event 2:  

1. The Slayer teleports to a destroyed Los Angeles  

2. The Slayer kills Deag Nilox, but the Khan Maykr teleports the two remaining priests 

to unknown locations, forcing the Slayer to continue searching.  

 

Event 3:  

1. After retrieving a celestial locator from the Sentinel world of Exultia, the Slayer travels 

to Hell to retrieve a power source from a fallen Sentinel known as the Betrayer.  

2. Slayer retrieve a power source from a fallen Sentinel known as the Betrayer  

 

Event 4: 

1. Forced to change tactics, the Slayer destroys the Super Gore Nest in central Europe, 

where the invasion began. 
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Event 5: 

1. The Slayer makes his way to an ARC compound where he retrieves Hayden's robotic 

shell, as well as the Crucible 

 

3.6 Generating a Domain File  

Planning tasks specified in PDDL are separated into two files: the domain file and the 

problem file. Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) is a standard encoding 

language used for planning tasks. The domain files contain all possible actions in the 

world, the conditions that must exist in the world for each action to be available for 

execution and the effects of the action on the state of the world. The problem file contains 

the objects, a description of an initial state of an environment and a representation of 

goals to be achieved.  

 

The idea in this project is that segmented events from natural language text can generate 

these actions, preconditions and effects for a domain file just as humans use event 

segmentation while perceiving an event to reason about the actions and consequences 

(effects) of those actions. The system infers preconditions and parameters from the 

objects and other characters (humans, animals etc.) that are present when an action takes 

place. 

 

All the contents in the domain file are automatically generated by algorithms written for 

this project. To generate those contents, the algorithm needs to first extract relevant 

information from the sub-events and then decide on how to represent that information in 

PDDL format. 
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A. Extracting Contents 

To generate the contents needed for a domain file, the system extracts information from 

the outputs of Sub-Event Segmentation, the sub-events and a dictionary containing 

actions and the segment in which they belong. 

 

For each sub-event, I designed an extraction algorithm that searches for all entities in 

sub-events and returns corresponding labels of entities and the action in the sub-event. 

This makes sure to an extent that the entities extracted are important to the action.    

 

1. Sub-event 1: Slayer teleports to a destroyed Los Angeles 

     Finds : PLAYER slayer + ACTION teleports +  LOCATION Los-Angeles 

     Stores: Entities[Player, Location] Action[teleport] 

2. Sub-event 2: Slayer kills Deag Nilox with a gun, but the Khan Maykr teleports the two 

remaining priests to unknown locations. 

     Finds: PLAYER slayer + ACTION  Kills + NPC Khan Maykr + PRIEST  Deag Nilox 

+ WEAPON Gun 

     Stores: Entities[Player, NPC, Weapon, Priest] Action [Kill] 

 

It is worth noting that all actions are lemmatized before they are stored back at this stage. 

Lemmatization is the process of removing endings of words and returning only the base 

words. E.g., Result of the lemmatized word acted is act. Likewise, colors will be color 

after lemmatization.  

 

At this stage, after storing all the extracted contents of sub-events in a list, e.g. [[Player, 

Location], teleport],[[Player, Weapon, Priest], Kill]. A function unduplicate(lst) takes 
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the list and converts it to a python programming language’s dictionary data type. This 

conversion removes all duplicates, leaving only one occurrence of each item in the list 

because python’s dictionary data type doesn't support duplicate keys. After shedding the 

duplicates, the function converts the dictionary back to a list data type and returns it.  This 

process of removing duplicates is so that the system doesn’t construct redundant planning 

operators.  

 

The job at this stage is almost done, but the extracted entities are not completely useful 

without converting them to some representation that the domain file needs. Therefore, 

another function assigns an abbreviation to each entity.  

 

To assign an abbreviation to the entities, the function uses the first three letters of the 

entity label. This is to reduce the chances of having different entities being assigned the 

same label. If the abbreviation has already been assigned, the function uses the first four 

letters. For example: 

   

All Entities from the two examples of sub-events discussed above: 

1. Entities: [Player, location,]  

2. Entities: [Player, NPC, Priest] 

Entities and abbreviations: 

1. [Player ?pla, Location ?loc] 

2. [Player ?pla, NPC ?npc Priest ?pri] 
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B. Generating Predicates  

The domain file contains predicates and actions. Each predicate represents a property of 

a state. E.g. (player ?pla) is one of the properties a state can have, likewise (teleport ?pla 

?loc). A valid predicate must be a state that can exist in the world. The list of predicates 

describes which objects can have a particular predicate in a certain state. E.g. (teleport 

(?pla ?loc) ) in the list of predicates means that teleport should be available with a 

combination of ?pla and ?loc. The first set of predicates define predicates available to all 

elements that exist in the world. It is a representation of all entity labels and abbreviations 

that are found in all the sub-events gotten in the above section. 

 

(:predicates 

    (player ?pla) 

    (facility ?fac) 

    (information ?inf) 

    (character ?cha) 

    (building ?bui) 

    (enemy ?ene) 

    (item ?ite) 

    (weapon ?wea) 

    (animal ?ani) 

) 

This is followed by a list of the effect of actions and entities connected to the action. E.g.  

Tom will kill Sarah will have an effect that player entity Tom killed an animal, Sarah, if 

Sarah is labelled as an animal. Meaning that “(killed ?ani)” is a state that can exist in the 

world and will be added to the list of predicates. The process of determining effects is 

described below under ‘Generating actions’. 

 

(:predicates 

     (player ?pla) 

     (facility ?fac) 

    (information ?inf) 

     (character ?cha) 
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     (building ?bui) 

     (enemy ?ene) 

    (item ?ite) 

     (weapon ?wea) 

      (animal ?ani) 

———————————— 

 (killed ?ani) 

 (pushed ?cha) 

) 

 

 

C. Generating actions  

Actions are also called planning operators. They are the possible actions that the planner 

will tell the player character to perform. Action representations are composed of the 

action name, parameters, preconditions and effect.  

 

Action name: All action names are the actions taken by the player character in each sub-

event. For each sub-event, a player performs an action and the action name is extracted 

and lemmatized. 

 

To lemmatize an action, I downloaded an open-sourced text file from Node Box’s GitHub 

page. NodeBox is a Mac OS X application that allows designers to create 2D visuals and 

export them as a PDF or a QuickTime movie. Node Box has a linguistics module on its 

Figure 4. Template of a planning operator 
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GitHub page that contains verbs in every tense they can appear in English natural 

language text. Then I converted the file to a comma-separated value (csv) file.  

Following that, I defined a function that takes an action word as a parameter and searches 

through the file to retrieve the action word in its present tense.  

 

Parameters: Parameters are usually placeholders for what to expect in the preconditions. 

For example, a parameter ?pla could mean that the preconditions should expect to 

have player as one of its elements. The equivalent precondition element would be 

represented as (player ?pla). Parameter elements are free form in the sense that a 

parameter element ?npc could be a placeholder for a precondition element (character 

?npc).  In this work though, I maintained uniformity, that is, ?char would only represent 

(character ?char). The parameters are encoded directly from the entities they represent.   

 

Algorithm (param_encode) explanation: 

Recall the stage where entities are extracted from events, where a function searches for 

all returned entities from the sub-events and returns corresponding labels of entities that 

match. Those labels are used by the system to construct parameters for actions here. For 

example, consider one of the outputs from the section above where I discussed how 

contents are extracted from sub-events. For example, if this was one of the outputs: 

  Entities[Player ?p, Location ?loc  Location ?loc], Action[teleport].  

This means that the parameters for the action teleport are player and location1 and 

Location2. The param_encode algorithm will encode the parameters as :parameters (?p 

?l1  ?l2). If separate entities of the same label appear twice, the system will add a counter. 

E.g, Event : “Tom crossed the forest into the plains” will have :parameters(?pla), (?loc1), 

(?loc2) 
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Preconditions: These are the set of predicates which must be true in order for the action 

to be applicable. The parameters available determine how the precondition algorithm will 

construct the preconditions. I already explained that parameters are like placeholders for 

elements in the precondition. Therefore, given the same output from the extraction 

process: 

[Player ?pla, Location ?loc  Location ?loc], Action[teleport].   

 

 The algorithm just takes   [Player ?p, Location ?loc  Location ?loc] and converts it to 

(and (?player ?p) (location ?loc1) (location ?loc2)). 

 

Note: In a previous example,  this sub-event: 

 Slayer kills Deag Nilox with a gun, but the Khan Maykr teleports the two remaining 

priests to unknown locations outputs : Entities[Player, Priest, Weapon, NPC] Action 

[Kills].  

 

Here, the system will incorrectly require any NPC as one of the  preconditions of the 

action ‘kill’, because an NPC Khan Maykr was present in the same sub-segment, even 

though Khan Maykr is not necessary for the action to take place. This is one of the current 

drawbacks in the system although it will not affect the plan because the effect of the 

action is only going to be on Deag Nilox. 

 

Effects: Effect is the consequence of an action, which takes the world state into a new 

state. Determining causal effects through NLP has never been easy. Most of the attempts 

work to identify causal effects. For example, Girju and Moldovan (2002) have used 
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manually constructed linguistic and syntactic rules on small and domain-specific data 

sets. Effects can be implicit and explicit. The plan for generating effect is as follows. 

 

a. Explicit effects 

A customized search algorithm determines if the event states the effect of the action 

explicitly. If the effect is stated explicitly in a sentence, it often contains two components, 

the cause and the effect. E.g., “I stepped on the cockroach. As a result, it died.” Explicit 

effects in many cases include key words like cause, consequence, etc. By writing a search 

function for causation verbs, causation and other non-verbal patterns like because, due to 

and when. The system might be able to identify if an explicit effect is stated. Here a list 

of causation verbs from Girju and Moldovan (2002) which contains 60 ambiguous and 

not so ambiguous causation verbs. 

Figure 6. Flow diagrams of effect generation Figure 5. Second Flow diagrams of effect generation 
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For example; “I killed boars in the jungle, causing them to die”. The search algorithm 

will identify the causation verb cause from the list in Fig 5,  boar which is an entitiy anim 

and cause effect  die will be extracted for an action killed.  

:effect (died anim?) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Girju and Moldovan’s Ranking of Caussation Verbs 
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b. Implicit Effects 

Implicit effects are complex to analyze. It means that the effect of cause needs to be 

generated from inference based on semantic analysis. If an effect is not found explicitly, 

another customized search algorithm takes the action but this time runs it through 

WordNet on python’s Natural language processing Tool Kit (NLTK), in an attempt to get 

the implicit effect of the action. WordNet explicitly uses CAUSE-TO as one of its 

semantic relations. When a definition of a verb is called on WordNet, word net returns a 

list of sentences that defines the verb, explains the verb and also tries to explain the verb’s 

semantic relations.  

 

The implicit search algorithm will infer an effect of the verb in question by extracting the 

verb after the sentence with cause-to from word net’s list of definitions.  

 

  

 

From the figure above WordNet returned a list of definition for the verb kill, the 

algorithm will identify that the cause-to is located in the third sentence and search for 

the causation in it, in this case, death.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. WordNet Cause-to Semantic relation 
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 As said earlier, implicit causation is very complex and most verbs on WordNet do not 

even have CAUSE-TO in their semantic relations, if the CAUSE-TO is not found, the 

algorithm then takes the action, gets the synonym with the closest similarity to the action 

and performs the same CAUSE-TO search operation. 

 

c. Past tense and objects 

Lastly, the algorithm converts the lemmatization of the action to past tense and connects 

it with the object the player character acted upon. 

E.g., Tom will Kill a lion. The action Kill turns into Killed and linked to the entity (ani) 

it occurred to. E.g., effect: (Killed ?pla ?ani) will be appended to the list of effects of that 

action. Getting the object of the action uses a similar strategy as getting the actions 

performed by the player entity. The function to get effect uses the same dependency tags 

that determined the player’s actions to get the objects of the same action. The function 

picks out the objects of the action and arranges them on a first-in basis. The first element 

is the most important object while the last element to be stored is the last object.  In most 

cases, there is only one object.  

 

The Past tense and objects strategy is used regardless of the outcomes of the first and 

second effect generation strategies because it has a guaranteed outcome. The cost of each 

planning operator is generated randomly between 1 to 5. At the end of this, the system 

will have enough information to generate a domain file.  

 

 A cut out from the domain file generated by AQPG system from the story plot of yu-gi-

oh game showing what the result looks like: 
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Note: The original domain file contains 24 planning operators 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. A cut out from Yu-Gi-Oh’s generated domain file 
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3.7 Generating a Problem File 

The problem file describes the initial state of the world and the goal criteria for specific 

scenarios in the world. The initial state describes all that exists in the story world, such 

as all characters, locations, items, etc., while the goals describe what the planner needs 

to create plans to achieve. 

 

 The template of a problem file looks like this.  

 

a. The <problem name>  identifies the planning tasks, and the <domain name> must 

match the domain name in the corresponding domain file. 

 

b. The objects are encoded as all the entities that exist in the story world. 

 

This is relatively easier to generate as the system would already have a list of the entities 

before this stage. The only adjustment is converting the main character entity to be 

represented as ‘you’.  

 

Figure 10. Problem File Skeleton 

Figure 11. Objects  Representation 
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c. Initial State: The system represents the initial state as the entities and their 

corresponding labels. In complex planning problems, the problem file often contains a 

representation of the relationship between the entities in the world too. However, in this 

thesis, the system does not create a complex definition of the world, it only creates a 

representation of what each entity in the world represents.  

 

d. Goal Specification: The goals are statements that must come true in the world. In this 

system, the goals are sets of predicates. The goals are different states that the agent wants 

to be true in the world, therefore, since predicates are different states in the world, the 

system can choose its goal from the sets of predicates.  

 

Simulation: The goals are simulated by a random goal generator. Every time the 

system runs, a new goal is generated by a goal simulator algorithm. The 

algorithm takes in objects and state predicates as inputs and outputs random 

goals of random length. Below is a rough outline of the algorithm.  

 

Figure 12. Initial State Representation. 
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-  Set O,  the current state of the problem. I.e., the set of literals in the initial state of the 

problem  file,  e.g., ‘location mars’ 

-  Set P, state predicates, e.g., ‘Killed ?pla ?cha’ and not entity predicates such as ‘player 

?pla’  

1. selects random number (of goals)  x between 1 and 10 .   

  x = 2  

2. selects x number of state predicates at random  

  ‘Killed ?pla ?ene’, ‘Destroyed ?pla ?loc 

3. replace predicate labels with corresponding initial state objects 

 ‘Killed you gladiator’ , ‘Destroyed you los-angeles’  

4. remove player object 

 ‘Killed gladiator’ , ‘Destroyed los-angeles’  

5. return goals .  

 (:goal (and (killed gladiator) (destroyed los-angeles)) 

 

 

 

 

3.8 Planning Algorithm  

After generating the PDDL files (problem file and domain file), the system can now 

proceed to implement a planning algorithm. The system is not built to generate complex 

plans but rather plans that can be translated into quests. The PDDL files are also expected 

to work regardless of how the planning is implemented. I.e., whether the planning is done 

using single or multiple agents.  

 

FastDownward: The system uses FastDownward planner as distributed under the GNU 

General Public License. The FastDownward planner is a classical planning system based 

on a heuristic search (Helmert, 2006). It deals with planning problems encoded in 

PDDL2.2, a standardized format for planning which allows specifying the domain files 
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and problem files. The PDDL allows us to define the AI problem while the planner reads 

the PDDL and uses it to decompose and solve the problem.  

 

FastDownward computes its heuristic functions through hierarchical decompositions of 

planning tasks (Helmert, 2006). The reason why it’s been used is that it supports many 

heuristic functions such as the A* search algorithm that is used in this project. It also 

supports Action Description Language (ADL) conditions and effect which allows 

numerical values to be used in the domain file which is instrumental in creating a weight 

of actions of agents and also manipulating the weight of actions. It also has added 

advantages such as support for numerical values uses alternative representation called 

multi-valued planning tasks, which makes many of the other implicit constraints of a 

propositional planning task explicit. 

 

Implementation:  

For the implementation, I ran the planner with an A* algorithm as it supports guiding the 

plan search with heuristics and the cost metric. The heuristic aims to minimize the cost 

of reaching the goals.  At every instance of the AQPG system run, FastDownward takes 

in the auto encoded PDDL files, decomposes and returns a plan to achieve the goal 

specified in the problem file. Since the goal changes every time the system runs to 

generate files, the system generates different plans every time.  
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Chapter 4 

Results and Evaluation 

In the previous chapter, I discussed how the system works to achieve the goal of 

generating planning files for an AI planner. I also explained how the planner generates 

the files to create quests in form of plans. In this section, I discuss the results and how the 

system’s performance is evaluated.  

 

4.1 Overview 

I used five different story plots to test the system. 3 of the stories were retrieved 

from fandom.com while 2 were retrieved from Wikipedia. One of the two stories from 

Wikipedia is not a game plot, it is the storyline of the movie Aladdin (2019).  

 

 

 

 Doom 

Eternal 

Alpha 

protocol 

Yu-Gi-Oh! 

The Dark 

Side of 

Dimensions 

Aladdin Doom Day 

paragraphs  7 4 10 7 7 

words per 

document 

818 844 1519 687 591 

source fandom Wikipedia fandom Wikipedia fandom 

 

 

 

Table 1. Statistics on various stories used as data for the system 
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The first part of this section evaluates the Event model by testing the segmentation 

processes, the second part evaluates the planning files and quests generated by the system. 

 

 

4.2 Event Model 

The purpose of the event model in this work is to segment stories into discrete events.  

Segmentation works are not easy to compare directly given that some segmentation 

methods may be based on topics, while others can be based on semantic structures. Most 

recent works on text segmentation focus on the use of machine learning techniques and 

a large corpus of data to divide documents into contiguous segments. Those works (Chen 

et al., 2009; Hearst, 1994; Utiyama & Isahara, 2001; Brants et al., 2002) use very specific 

types of datasets that are peculiar to their scope and domain to evaluate their methods. 

For example, Chen et al. (2009) proposed a method that requires all the documents in 

their dataset to be of the same topic.   

 

I feel that it will serve no purpose to compare the performance of this work’s 

segmentation model to these systems, given that the text segmentation for the use case of 

this system is very different. The text segmentation here is based on the ordering of 

events, while previous works on text segmentation focus on topics, words, intents, etc. 

Therefore, there is no basis for comparison as the segmentation here is meant to serve an 

entirely different purpose. The segmentation here is based on change of location and 

change of goal modeled around one character in a story. 
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Because the event model was designed for the computation at both segmentation and sub-

segmentation stages, if the system was successful in implementing the model at both 

stages, then it will prove that the model was instrumental in auto encoding the planning 

files. In order to determine the accuracy of the computation, I came up with an error rating 

method to determine the accuracy of the segmentation process. The method uses stories 

that I have manually segmented based on the event model, to compare with the segments 

created by the system. 

 

 

4.2.1 Error rating 

Error rating involves comparing the accuracy rates of human segmented data to automatic 

software. We are always trying to reduce the error rate in NLP works where error rates 

need to be evaluated (Riedl & Biemann, 2012), and even in segmentation of images 

works like Rankin et al. (2010). A low error rate would mean a high accuracy, that is, 

minimizing false positives.   

 

There is no standard metric for error rating. Many studies decide on what their definition 

of accuracy is. As Brill (1992) explained, accuracy metrics for segmentation are 

subjective and dependent on the domain. Also, because I have found no studies where 

segmentation was computed based on series of events in a natural language text, I could 

not compare the segmentation modules in this work directly with other works. 
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To evaluate the segmentation modules, I manually segmented 5 stories using the event 

model and came up with two error rating formulas. The first formula is for Exact 

Boundary matching (M) while the other is for segment counts (S). M tries to evaluate if 

the starting points and endpoints of each segment are accurate.  That is, if the starting 

point and endpoint is the same as the human labelled starting point and end point. S on 

the other hand evaluates the accuracy of the number of segments the series of events were 

split into.   

 

 

M =  

 

 

Where: e =  

 

 

and  n = number of stories 

S =  percentage of difference between total number of segment and the system’s segment 

count.  

 

I computed M and S for both segmentation and sub-segmentation modules.  

 

 

4.2.2 Segmentation Module  

To analyze how the system makes ratings for each story, I’ll explain an example of the 

first story used. The system’s segmentation module was first tested on Doom Eternal’s 
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(DE) Plot. DE is an online role-playing game with single and multiplayer options. In 

DE’s storyline, the main character is called 'slayer' and the segmentation here is executed 

around the slayer character as the player. The story and its labeled entities were entered 

as inputs into the system. The segmentation module recognized 10 segments. Each 

segment is a complete meaningful sentence ending with full stops. Of all the 10 segments, 

9 of them correctly segments the player character being at a new location. The one 

segment that the system failed to account for counts toward the error rates, as it will 

reduce the segment count to 9 instead of 10. This makes the S score 90%. 

 

Boundary matching means that the human-marked starting point of the event is the same 

as the system’s, and also the human marked endpoint of the event should be the same as 

the system’s marked endpoint. Therefore, for every available segment, if the marked 

beginnings correlate, it counts as one point, if the marked endings correlate, it counts as 

another point and likewise, if any of the points are marked wrongly, it counts as an error. 

At the end of the comparison counts, the percentage of the numbers the system got 

correctly is its boundary matching accuracy. 

 

This method was inspired by the work of Koshorek et al. (2018), who developed a 

segmentation model that segments text as a supervised learning task. They evaluated the 

performance of their method by using human segmentation as the upper boundary 

baseline and used random segmentation as the lower baseline. The table below 

summarizes the accuracy of the segmentation module. 
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 M (%) Total = 120 S(%) Total = 60 

Segmentation Module 98.3%  = 118 95% = 57 

SpaCy 68.3% = 82 47.5% = 28.5 

 

 

 

Table 2. Segmentation accuracy rates 

 

 

 

Here, I used SpaCy’s random segmentation as my lower boundary baseline and the 

human segmentation (event model) as my upper baseline. SpaCy had a boundary 

matching score of 68.3%. Approximately 45% of that came from SpaCy matching the 

beginning of events but it did poorly on matching the endpoint of segments. SpaCy’s 

segmentation count score was worse. The system's segmentation’s matching score of 

98.3% and segment count score of 95%, shows that it produced a marginal error when 

compared to the human segmentation based on the proposed model. This result means 

that the system is suitable to carry out its intended purpose of executing the first 

segmentation phase.  

 

 

4.2.3 Sub-segmentation Module 

I also wanted to test if the system correctly implements the model at the sub-segmentation 

stage, so I did manual sub-segmentation on the same 5 datasets. The results are in the 

table below. 
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 M(%) Total = 170 S(% ) Total = 85 

Sub-segmentation 

module 

92.3% = 157 94.1% = 80 

SpaCy 30.0% = 51 35.8% = 30.5 

 

 

 

Table 3. Sub-segmentation accuracy rates 

 

For the system's sub-segmentation, the results were similar to the segmentation phase, 

although the scores were a little bit lower. SpaCy also performed worse in this phase on 

both scores. The system’s score again proved to be positive, having an Exact Boundary 

Matching and Segment count score of 92.3% and 94.1%, respectively.  

 

 

 

4.3 Planning 

Being aware that this method of generating plans is novel and autogenerating plans for 

this domain is also unusual, I analyzed whether the plans generated by the system are 

executable and useful for quest generation.  

 

Nabil and David’s (1989) research on evaluating AI planners describes what a correct 

plan is. They explained that a plan produced by a planner is correct if the execution of 

the plan, starting from the initial state of the world transforms the world to a goal state.  

“We start with a noncontradictory initial state of the world and we are supposed 

to make our way to a non-contradictory final state of the world.” 

Therefore, if we are to implement a planner with a set of planner files, if the planner finds 

a solution to the problem, both the planner files and the planner are sound. Also If an 
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intermediate world state shows any inconsistency, the plan is said to be bad. If the plan 

also does not reach the final desired world state, the plan is categorized to be bad.  

 

 

 

4.3.1 Quality and executability of planning files 

The system was used to automatically generate 5 domain files and 5 problem files from 

5 data inputs. After the successful generation of files, each couple of files were used as 

input to the FastDownward Planner. Then the planner created a solution to attain the goals 

encoded in the problem files. 

 

If the planning files were encoded wrongly, the system would be expected to break. If 

the process completes without breaking, then the files were created correctly. At the end 

of the execution, all files that were used as input executed completely without any break 

in the system.  This proved that the files generated by the system are completely 

executable as planning files.  

 

Furthermore, usage of planning files differs from domain to domain. After implementing 

a planning algorithm, if the execution process does not break until the end of the process, 

it means that both planning files were created correctly. To assert that the plans were 

quality enough to generate quests, the planner must find a solution within the planning 

operators and states to reach the goals encoded in the problem file. If the planner returns 

a file with the name sas_plan, it means that the automatic generation of the planning files 

was a success and a solution was found for the problem. For the 50 iterations of planning 
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for each story’s planning files, the planner returned a sas_plan file every time (250). This 

means that the planning file generation had a success rate of 100%.  

 

 

 

 4.4 Quests 

As explained in previous chapters, quests here are defined as series of steps an agent must 

take to achieve its goals. In multi-agent planning systems, the sequence and coherence of 

quests are determined by a collaborative effort of multiple agents. In single-agent 

planning systems, the agent determines the sequence and coherence of quests. Because 

the work of this proposed system focuses on creating the planning files for those systems, 

I am more concerned about evaluating whether the plans that the system generates are 

(1) useful to generate quests and (2) are similar to human-authored quests. 

 

In the planning section above, I have described that the automatically generated files were 

successful in generating quests. The quests are plans that contain series of actions that 

take the initial state of the world to its goal state. Here, I am trying to verify that the quests 

are the types of quests authored by humans.  
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Doran and Parberry (2010) worked on human-authored quests of commercial games. 

They made a list of actions and described them as complete. In the sense that all of the 

human quests they studied falls under a combination of those seven categories of actions.   

Figure 13. Classification of human authored quests by Doran and Parberry (2010)  

 

1) The attack describes all damaging actions performed by the player, for example, kill 

and shoot 

2) Talk refers to conversations between the player and another game character 

3) Assemble Item usually requires the player to create a new Item 

4) Take-Give-Trade items involve that the layer acquires or drop off an item to someone 

else 

5) Defend means that sometimes the player might have to defend another character from 

harm or a place from destruction 

6) Visit involves the player moving from one location to another 

7) Using an acquired item or skill to achieve a task. Tasks that may not be achievable 

without acquiring the specific skill or task 

 

 

In standard planning systems, the plans are tailored to cover a variety of these tasks. In 

order to determine if the quests generated are similar to human-authored quests, I took 
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200 generated quests; then I classified them based on the criteria above (following 

Breault, Ouellet & Davies, 2021).  

 

The Classification 

To classify the generated quests under the type of human quest they each belong to, I 

gave each possible action from the list above an identification number. So that each 

element of a generated plan can be tagged with the identification number of the class it 

falls under.  

 

Class ID 

Attack 1 

Talk 2 

Assemble 3 

Give-Take-Trade Item 4 

Defend 5 

Go-to 6 

Use 7 

 

 

 

Table 4.  Action classes and their Identification number  

 

 

Every element in a generated plan is classified by its actions. For example an element 

(retrieve you  rifle cultist-base) of a generated plan  gets a classification of  Give-Take-

Trade Item class because the action retrieve belongs under a Give-Take-Trade Item class. 
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Likewise an element (kill you revenant) in a generated plan gets classified as attack 

because kill is as an attack action.  For each generated plan, the class with the most count 

of actions gets one point. I repeated this process for every plan that was generated by the 

system. The results of the classification is represented in the table below.  

 

   

 

At the end of the classification, 49 quests fell under attack, 20 for talk, 4 for trade items, 

16 for defend, 32 for visit and assemble had 4. The highest was using item or skill which 

had 53 quests and lastly, 22 for Not found.  

 

Out of 200 quests only 22 of the quests could not be placed in the categories described 

by Doran and Parberry (2010), while 178 fit in at least one of the categories. This supports 

the hypothesis that the plans generated by the system resemble the ones you will find in 

human-crafted procedural quest planning systems. 

 

  

0

15

30

45

60

Attack Talk Assemble Trade
items

Defend Visit item-skill Not-found

Figure 14. Planning files evaluation in 200 quests 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion   

 

 

A major challenge in evaluating this work is the lack of a large database of stories with 

labeled segments. To test the event segmentation model extensively, one will need a large 

database of quest plots with human-labeled boundaries just like in past text segmentation 

works by Li, Sun & and Joty (2018) as well as Kamath & Wagh (2017). However, 

because entities in the text (persons vs. locations vs. objects, for example) need to be 

coded manually, I could not test the segmentation modules on a large corpus of data nor 

compare the segmentation results with other works on text segmentation.  

 

However, the system’s algorithms appear to implement the proposed model. I was also 

able to evaluate that the plans generated by the system were not only generated correctly, 

but they are also complete because they execute without breaking and planners find 

solutions for the files generated by the AQPG system. And for the most important part of 

the work, I was able to evaluate that the quests generated resemble human-authored 

quests.  

 

The contents of the quests generated by the system are determined by the contents of the 

data, if the story is written in a manner that the player character performs quality actions 

in a clearly described environment, then it will yield quality quests. For example, The yu-

gi-oh's game plot was used by the AQPG system to generate 24 planning operators while 

Doom Eternal’s story only produced 12 planning operators because yu-gi-oh! contains 
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more events than in Doom Eternal’s story. This means that there will be more possible 

actions available to the planner to choose from.  

 

There are some limitations to this approach. The problem file does not represent complex 

relationships between the objects in the world. E.g., knowing that a farmer is on the farm 

or that a king should be in a castle. These types of relationships might be needed for more 

complex quest generation. Another limitation is that each action in the plan is 

independent of any other action in the world. For example, if a certain character has been 

killed, it should not be available to the planner as the plan proceeds. Also if the player 

character left a certain location, that location should not be available in the next plan. 

While this might not affect the generation of side quests where each quest does not 

depend on an initial quest, it would be helpful and more entertaining if the system is also 

capable of making quests with actions that are dependent on one another. Also, the 

preconditions are encoded by picking elements from the same subsegment, the limitation 

of this is that the system is only able to do type-checking of the objects with this. 

 

The AQPG currently does not fully take advantage of the powers of AI planning such as 

using specific sequence (layers) of actions to achieve a goal or attaching costs to actions 

based on some logical rules or efficiently represent complex states. It is also a limitation 

that the entities at this point are manually encoded. Even though the freedom of being 

able to allocate labels will make the entity types dynamic, it would be good if the system 

can correctly identify and label its own entities. An advantage of this feature is that the 

system will be able to create quests with multiple stories at once without the need to 

declare entity labels.   
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In behavioral experiments on EST, events are investigated from each participant's 

perception of events, that is why it makes sense to use one character at a time in 

implementing the model. However, in this system, if one changes the name of the player 

to another character in the story, the system generates a whole new dimension of quests, 

because in every story, different characters take different actions.  For example: 

 

Entities = {  

 Slayer: Player,   

 Khan-Maykr: NPC, 

 Sentinel Prime: Location, 

 BFG 9000:  Weapon 

 Fortress: Facility, 

} 

 

If the above entity data was changed to: 

Entities = {  

 Slayer: NPC,   

 Khan-Maykr: Player, 

 Sentinel Prime: Location, 

 BFG 9000:  Weapon 

 Fortress: Facility, 

} 

The domain file will be generated to give quests based on the actions of Khan-Maykr in 

the plot.  
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This means that if one keeps changing the player label to other entities, one will be able 

to generate different plans of quests for different characters depending on how the 

storyline goes. With this, one can generate 100 domain files as long as you have more 

than 100 entities performing actions in your story. Those 100 plans can also be used to 

generate thousands of quests given the goals specified the problem files. 

 

Allowing labels for entities is also a good idea because it allows a designer the freedom 

to change the roles of entities in the world, which will result in a new dimension of quests. 

Being able to generate plans for different characters is particularly useful in games where 

the player can choose different characters and explore different paths and experiences. 
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Figure  15, 16,17,18, 19, 20, 21, 22. Examples of plans generated by the AQPG 
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Chapter 6 

Contributions and Future Direction 

6.1 Overview 

The major contribution of this project is that I have been able to create a novel 

architecture for automatically generating plans for procedural narrative generation. In 

standard game-planning systems, the planning files are carefully crafted by game 

designers so that stories can be generated dynamically to adapt to game player 

preferences and increase replay value. For years, that has been a good improvement to 

the old methods where the whole storyline and sequence of events are manually inputted 

into game systems. However, generating plans in this way has high costs. It takes too 

many engineers and time to build these planning systems. Therefore, we must start 

building AI systems that are creative enough to automatically do these tasks for us.   

 

6.2 AQPG Software 

I created a software to implement the architecture that I designed in order to prove my 

hypothesis that computation of EST can generate planning files for quest generation. The 

software of this project is available as an open-source project on my GitHub account at 

github.com/mujsann/AQPG  

 

 

6.3 Event Segmentation Theory 

I have made some contributions to the study of Event Segmentation Theory (EST). I 

Introduced a computational model of event segmentation for segmenting events in natural 

language text into discrete events. I explained that the model took into consideration the 

method in which most quest games unfold (i.e., from location to location). I also added 
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that bigger events are often a composition of one or more events, represented as a 

sequence of actions that linearly take place. I subtly made an argument that any 

computation of Event Segmentation, should be modeled around the actions or perception 

of one entity given that behavioral studies on Event Segmentation focus on individual 

perception of events. And because the results of my work showed success in generating 

quests, I can conclude that computation of event segmentation can be used as a basis for 

future research in media content generation.  

 

I do not argue that the model which I have designed in this thesis performs even as close 

to traditional segmentation systems for general purposes. However, if the application of 

the computation of EST is within the scope of quest segmentation, then the model that I 

have proposed in this work will serve as a good benchmark for further research.  

 

For future works, an idea birthed from the model that I designed which could not be 

explored during the course of this work is that event models can also be used to organize 

plot coherence in a narrative generation. Given that with an event model, humans can 

understand how the sequence of events unfolds (Zacks et al., 2007) in real-life scenarios, 

therefore, an agent could also be able to use the model to direct how the sequence of 

actions should be available to the planning agent. For example, the event model in this 

work, groups actions based on location, therefore, since each planning operator is a 

product of a particular location, what future works can explore is how to use location as 

one of the elements in each planning operator's preconditions. That is, if the current state 

of the game is not at the location to which the action in question belongs, the action should 

not be available during planning.   
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6.4 Procedural Quest generation 

I also made some contributions to procedural quest generation. I have argued that 

procedural content generation is an important area of research. I also argued the present 

state of procedural generation needs to be improved as the old methods of Procedural 

Content Generation (PCG) of quests may not be serving some of their intended purposes 

anymore. Therefore, fresh ideas are needed to move the domain forward. The success of 

using Event segmentation theory to generate quests as I have demonstrated might inspire 

more research in EST for the purpose of PCG. 

 

6.5 AI planning  

I also made some contributions to the domain of AI planning. I have introduced a novel 

way of automatically generating planning files. The automatic generation of the Planning 

files in this work was also done in a domain where it has never been explored before, at 

least to the best of my knowledge. Also, Past works on Automatic generation of planning 

files often focus on only one of the planning files (either the domain or problem file), but 

in this thesis, I have successfully demonstrated how both files needed by the planner can 

be automatically generated. Additionally, I also showed that the source of generating both 

files can come from the same data inputs. I have also demonstrated that generating AI 

planning files may not need a large database nor several hours of data annotation.  

 

Because the results of my work show that computation of Event segmentation was able 

to successfully encode Artificial Intelligence planning files for quests, my work can 

therefore also inspire more research in using EST to generate planning files for several 

other purposes.  
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The plans generated in this work are not complex. However, they are complete and can 

be executed as plans to generate quests as I have demonstrated. There are parts of the 

plans that future works might need to improve on to make this method more useful. For 

example the preconditions and encoding of states in the domain files. For this method to 

work in more complex environments and create more interesting quests, the 

preconditions and states need to be more tightened and improved upon. I have also 

suggested earlier one way in which this can be achieved.  

 

Multi-agent planning often requires that different agents have their own domain files. By 

changing the player name in this system, the system will create a domain file that is 

different from the one of the main characters. Future works can also build up on this idea 

to explore how it can be used to create collaborative plans for other multi-agent planning 

systems. 

 

My thesis proposed that the computation of event segmentation theory can automatically 

generate AI planning files for quest generation. It also provided an architecture for 

achieving the hypothesis. In my work, I was able to demonstrate from my results that the 

hypothesis is true. The scope of this project covered contributions in different domains 

across Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence fields. Including but not limited to 

Procedural Content Generation, AI planning, Natural language Processing and Event 

Segmentation Theory.  Future works can evaluate the quality of the plans in terms of  

how fun the generated quests are. 
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